
D&L Twin Saw
HIGHER YIELD WITH LESS WASTE

WORLDS MOST VERSATILE PORTABLE SAWMILL

SOLUTION
A COMPLETE WOOD PROCESSING

One Man Operation

Multiple Attachments

2 Saw Sawing

Build-In Edger

Robust Design

The D&L Twin Saw design, spec for spec is the industry leader for commercially breaking 

down round logs. From square kants to dimensional lumber, the board drag back return 

system allows for a true one man operation. Using the D&L live hydraulic log in feed with 

stop and go loader arms increases productivity up to thirty percent.

See the difference at www.dlt imbertech.com
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The edger saw exits the cut last preventing the 

head saw from grabbing the board. The 

horizontal splitter which trails the edger saw 

keeps the board off of the saw blade.

The Edger SawThe Advantages
The head saw cuts first and as the edger saw 

trails the log tension is released. The results are 

higher yields and less waste.

The Twin Saw is one of the most economical 

mills on the market. Eight hours of operation 

will cost $20* as compared to the $60 to $80 

required for other conventional mills.

- Based on $2.00/day for inserted saw teeth and at 3.5 

gallons of diesel or 5 gallons of gasoline for 8 hours of 

operation.

Cost of Operation



The D&L Twin Saw Series is manufactured with stainless steel and aluminum for maximum portability and durability.

Quick repair and replacement using off the shelf parts eliminates unnecessary downtime.

The unique guard design protects the operator at all times and swings with the blade. 

A double riving knife follows the blade to prevent entering the cut backwards when doublecutting.

The portable trailer system features easily adjustable feet and quick, fast setup.

Additional value adding attachments can be purchased for twin saw models.

The mill is transported fully assembled by small pick-up.

The Twin Saw is available in multiple sizes and models to fit your requirements.

PERFORMANCE DRIVEN DESIGN

I have been involved with D+L Timbertech sawmills for 15 plus years.  First unit was a gas 
powered TS24 which was up graded to a Yanmar diesel TS36.  Spruce, pine and white 
poplar is used to produce dimensional lumber.  Service from both mills have been great, 
and TS36 is a real workhorse day in and out.  Issues have been minimum and easily 
resolved with support from D+L Timbertech. Looking forward to many more years as a 
Twin Saw sawyer.
Tim Ashdown – Alberta

TS 30G TS 36DTH TS 60DTH
38hp EFI Gas 46hp Diesel 66hp Diesel

Optional Diesel Power 46HP 57hp Standard
Log Length 16' 6" 20' 6" 20' 6"
Log Diameter 30" 36" 50"
Satandard Saw cut for the edger and head saw 6x12 8x12 8x12
Tandem Axel Trailer signle axel yes yes
Hydraulic Package optional optional optional
Hydraulic Feed Work yes yes yes
Board Return yes yes yes
5ft Track Extensions optional optional optional
Under Deck Log Turner & Centering Chain optional optional optional
Side Shift Posts optional optional optional
Stationary Jacks Standard Standard Standard
Diamond Jig And Sharpener Standard Standard Standard
Carbide Inserted Saws And Bit Wrench Optional Yes Yes
Slabber Optional Optional Optional
Sander Optional Optional Optional
Planer Optional Optional Optional
Router Optional Optional Optional
Drill Optional Optional Optional
Sharperner Optional Optional Optional
Lock Dogs Optional Optional Optional
Rail Extensions Optional Optional Optional
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SOLD WORLDWIDE
78007800

Having implemented our proprietary 180° 

swingblade solution, for both portable and 

commercial sawmills, as well as accessories, 

equipment  and custom shop solutions around 

the world, our customers always have trusted the 

quality and reliability of D&L.

INDUSTRY EXPERTISE
68 YEARS68 YEARS

Formerly D&L Doublecut Sawmills Ltd., our 

design and manufacturing process is the result of 

3 generations of sawmilling. 

Our knowledgeable staff  can assist in choosing a 

portable or stationary wood processing solution 

that perfectly meets your needs.

LIMITED WARRANTY
2 YEAR2 YEAR

All D&L products are backed by two year limited 

warranty. Our mills are extensively tested and 

rigorously designed for performance and reliable 

operation in any environment.

We use our own products everyday and are 

proud to stand behind them.

A HISTORY OF EXCELLENCE

TIMBER TECHNOLOGIES LTD
D&L 1 (877) 420-5998

www.dltimbertech.com


